SETTING THE STANDARDS THAT LEAD TO SUCCESS
A NEW STANDARD IN ENGINEERING
To advance mobility knowledge and solutions for the benefit of humanity.
SAE is the leader in connecting and educating mobility professionals to enable safe, clean, and accessible mobility solutions.
SAE International enterprise is preeminent in serving its members and industry, by providing:

- A neutral forum that convenes to address society's mobility needs
- The most reliable and comprehensive collection of mobility engineering resources
- STEM education and professional development programs that inspire and build mobility's future workforce
- Consensus-based standards to advance quality, safety and innovation
- A global community whose collective wisdom makes mobility more safe, clean and accessible
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
SAE LOCAL SECTIONS
SAE GLOBAL SECTIONS

- Canada
- United Kingdom
- Russia
- Belarus
- Ukraine
- China
- Taiwan
- Mexico
- Colombia
- Ecuador
- Venezuela
- Italy
- Egypt
- Israel
- Norway
SECTORS
AEROSPACE, AUTOMOTIVE, COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
AEROSPACE

Meet the evolving technology/needs of the global industry

• Standards
• Meetings
Facilitate improvement and strengthen the impact of the industry:

- Environment
- Safety
- Fuel conservation
- Traffic congestion
Platforms to share technical information

- On-highway
- Off-highway
- Military/defense
Online database of 37,000+ standards

- Quality
- Performance
- Safety
- Cost optimization of products and
- Product-life cycles
SAE provides education, development and recognition for individual members, institutional stakeholders and the broader workforce.
127,000+ global members

- Technology resources
- Career enhancement
- Professional development
- Networking
- Leadership
- Recognition opportunities
• 400+ courses; 4,300+ learners
• Global training and new business opportunities
  – SAE India Professional Development
  – SAE seminars recognize China CEUs
Engages 80,000+ school-age and collegiate students

- AWIM
- CDS
- F1 in Schools Challenge

PRE-PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Conferences and symposia add value through the first-hand transfer of technical knowledge.

- SAE AeroTech Congress
- SAE Commercial Vehicle Engineering Congress
- SAE World Congress
Technical publications that disseminate knowledge

- Technical books and journals
- History books
- Technical standards
- CD and Web-based products
Leads the charge for science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) education, via teacher training, scholarships, student awards and teaching math and science to four million+ students since 1990

• STEM education
• AWIM
• CDS
TO LEARN MORE:
VISIT SAE.ORG